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 Join Biohazard 4 layout Bin forum & learn more from experts. I didn't have any problems with my first.My second only had 1
bag that leaked and I found that she had some air in the base.The only way to fix it was to seal it with a cajou base and seal it
with a slightly smaller bin.Don't worry, that is what I was doing when I posted a pic of the leaky bag.I finally sold the bin and

bought one where the liner is held in place by a glued liner.That is what I did and it is perfectly stable. Yes I know what you are
talking about. I use the cajou base as well. I found it more stable and easier to remove the liner then using the glue. Also I tend
to store in the basement. It doesn't really matter to me if it has issues because of that. I would just like to add that I use a heavy
duty one liner from a local hardware store that I get for free, in large rolls. I have no problems with it at all. Since it's so much

cheaper than the plastic bins, I use it more often. I hope this helps... I'm about to use a cajou as well to use a fabric liner. I found
a long piece of 1/4 inch flexible plywood (aka any kind of flexible wood) at the local lowes last week and had it cut down to an
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11.5" square. The idea is to cut down a couple of sheets and wedge them between the two halves of the bin to form the base. I
made a second bin with the cajou base and a piece of a 1/2" pine board to hold the liner in place. This second one has the option
of having both sides lined with 1/2 inch liner. For the initial bin, the base is glued to the bottom. The new bin works as the old
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